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• Lengthy or multiple exposures to volatile anesthetics
may impact neurocognitive outcomes

• Dexmedetomidine has been shown to mitigate neuronal
damage caused by volatile anesthetics

• Advanced MRI techniques show good prognostic
capabilities for predicting neurodevelopmental
outcomes

The GAS and PANDA studies showed a single anesthetic exposure
of short duration does not adversely affect neurocognitive
outcomes in children [1-2], however the MASK study showed an
association between multiple anesthetic exposures and decreases
in cognitive ability [3]. Unfortunately, babies born with critical
congenital heart disease (CHD) often require numerous, lengthy
anesthetics during infancy. Interestingly, dexmedetomidine (DEX)
mitigates neuronal death caused by other anesthetics [4].

Prospective observational study examining neonates with complex CHD
requiring neonatal intervention. The effects from ISO duration (min),
total ISO exposure (ml) (estimated as product of averages of VE, EtISO, and
DurationISO), total DEX dose (mcg/kg), and DEX/ISO ratio during cardiac
surgery were investigated using manual tractography (MT), voxel-based
morphometry (VBM), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), and resting blood-
oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) postoperative fMRI modalities.

• Higher ISO exposure is associated with
reduced frontal brain connectivity in CHD
neonates using multiple fMRI approaches

• DEX exposure was associated with metrics of
improved brain connectivity using the same
analytical approaches.

• Higher DEX in relation to ISO exposure
confers improved brain connectivity in CHD
neonates.

Significance
Complex CHD patients often require numerous,
lengthy anesthetics, suggesting all efforts for
neuroprotection should be employed.

Given FOF and ILF abnormalities have been
observed in patients with ADHD [6], our novel
observations may help explain the behavioral
abnormalities identified by Hu, et al [3].
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Table	1. Perioperative	variables

Median IQR

Age	(d) 8 6	- 16

Weight	(kg) 3.1 2.7-3.4

BSA	(m2) 0.21 0.19-0.22

CPB	(min) 94 64-129

MAP	(mm	Hg) 45 41-47

Anes	duration	(hr) 3.8 2.8-4.6

ISO	exposure	(ml)† 454 287-732

ISO	MAC•hrs 0.65 0.43-0.98

Total	DEX	(mcg) 5.6 4.6-7.8

DEX	:	duration	 1.5 1.2-1.8

DEX	:	ISO	MAC•hrs ratio 8.14 5.36-12.37

DEX	:	ISO	ml	ratio 0.012 0.008	- 0.018

IQR	– interquartile	range

†ISO	exposure	estimated as	VE*EtISO*DurationISO

65/215 (30%) of respondents use
volatile agent as primary anesthetic

Advanced MRI techniques have shown
good prognostic capability for
predicting neurodevelopmental
outcomes [5]. This study examined the
hypothesis that longer volatile
anesthetic (ISO) duration and lower
DEX/ISO ratio would result in impaired
brain structural and functional
connectivity as determined by
postoperative functional MRI (fMRI).


